
 

 

Request for Modular Approval FCC ID: ZLZTDBTFE 

 

Item Requirements  EUT 

1 Have its own RF shielding this module has its own RF shielding，

see external photo. 

2 Have buffered modulation/data 

inputs (if such inputs are provided) 

The module has buffered modulation / 

data inputs. it is integrated in sub 

module BT module(CC2541 

System-on-Chip Solution embedded 

from TI) 

3 Have its own power supply regulation The module has its own power supply 

regulation. it is integrated in chip sub 

module BT module(CC2541 

System-on-Chip Solution embedded 

from TI).    

4 Meet the antenna requirements of 

section 15.203 and 15.204(c). 

The module meets the FCC antenna 

requirements. This device uses a unique 

antenna coupling to the device, which is 

designed by the responsible party 

based on the fillings you submitted. 

5 Demonstrate compliance in a 

stand-alone configuration 

The module has been tested in 

stand-alone configuration. The EUT was 

tested in a stand-alone configuration 

via a USB extender. please see section 

photographys of test configuration in 

the test report , the EUT was plugged in 

this extender. 

6 The licensed module must have a FCC 

ID label on the module itself. That FCC 

ID label must be visible through a 

window on the final device or it must 

be visible when an access panel, door 

or cover is easily removed. If not, a 

second label must be placed on the 

outside of the final device that  

contains the following text: Contains 

“FCC ID” 

The module is labeled with its own FCC 

ID. Please see exhibition Label Sample 

for the FCC ID of this module. And also 

in the exhibition Users Manual, there 

are instructions give to the OEM on 

how to label the end product. 

FCC ID: ZLZTDBTFE 

7 The module must comply with all 

specific rules applicable to the 

transmitter. The grantee must 

provide comprehensive instructions 

This module transmitter complies with 

applicable transmitter requirements. 

The required FCC rule has been fulfilled 

and all the instructions for maintain 

compliance has been clearly stated in 



 

 

to explain compliance requirements. the User Manual. 

8 The module transmitter must comply 

with any applicable RF exposure 

requirements. 

The module transmitter complies with 
the applicable RF exposure 
requirements. Please refer to the 
exhibition RF Exposure for the 
requirements.  

 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

 

 
                   

leo Shao 

 

Manager 

 


